and its modified versions have been successfully applied to a variety of NP-hard optimization problems. However, almost all existing EO-based algorithms have overlooked the inherent structural properties behind the optimization problems, e.g., the backbone information. This paper presents a novel stochastic local search method called Backbone Guided Extremal Optimization (BGEO) to solve the hard maximum satisfiability (MAX-SAT) problem, one of typical NP-hard problems. The key idea behind the proposed method is to incorporate the backbone information into a recent developed optimization algorithm termed extremal optimization (EO) to guide the entire search process approach the optimal solutions. The superiority of BGEO to the reported BE-EEO algorithm without backbone information is demonstrated by the experimental results on the hard Max-SAT instances.
INTRODUCTION
Extremal optimization [1, 2] was originally inspired by far-from-equilibrium dynamics of Bak-Sneppen model [3] of biological co-evolution, showing the features of selforganized criticality (SOC) [4] . This method provides a novel insight into the optimization domain as its novel evolutionary mechanism that merely selects against the bad, instead of favoring the good, randomly or according to a power-law distribution. Beneficial from this evolutionary mechanism, the search dynamics of the EO-based algorithms has non-equilibrium feature. During the past decade, the basic EO algorithm and its modified versions have been successfully applied to a variety of NP-hard optimization problems.The more details are investigated in the surveys on extremal optimization [5, 6] . However, almost all existing EO-based algorithms have overlooked the inherent structural properties behind the optimization problems, e.g., backbone information.
In fact, the computational complexity of an optimization problem depends on not only its dimension, but also some inherent structural properties, e.g., backbone. As one of the most interesting and important structures, backbone has been used to explain the difficulty of problem instances [7] [8] [9] . The problems with larger backbone is generally harder for local search algorithms to solve because the clustered solutions in these problems result in making mistakes more easily and wasting time for searching empty subspaces before correcting the bad assignments [7] . On the other hand, the utilization of the backbone information may help the design of effective and efficient optimization algorithms [10] [11] [12] .
In this paper, we focus on a novel method called backbone guided extremal optimization (BGEO) for the hard MAX-SAT problem, a well-known NP-hard optimization problem. The key idea behind the proposed method is to incorporate the backbone information into a recent developed optimization algorithm termed extremal optimization (EO) to guide the entire search process approach the optimal solutions. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces MAX-SAT problem. Then, we present the framework of BGEO in section 3. Section 4 gives the experimental results on the hard MAX-SAT instances. Finally, the conclusion and the future work are given in section 5.
II. MAX-SAT PROBLEM
As the optimization counterpart of the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem, the MAX-SAT problem is one of well-studied NP-hard optimization problems [13] . The Max-SAT problem can be described as quadruple (X, C, W, W c ).
--X={x 1 , x 2 , …, x n } is a set of Boolean variables, where x i can take the value 0 (false) or the value 1 (true).
--C={C 1 , C 2 , …, C m } is a set of clauses, each of which is a disjunction of literals l ij and l ij is a Boolean variable x i or its negation i x .
--W=(w i )∈ N m is an integer vector and w i is the weight of the clause C i .
The weighted MAX-SAT problem can be defined to find an assignment S to maximize the total weight of the satisfied clauses, i.e., minimize the total weight of unsatisfied clauses,
If each clause consists of K literals, where K is a positive constant, we call this problem as MAX-K-SAT. Specially, when w i =1 for each clause, the problem is called unweighted MAX-SAT. It is obvious that MAX-K-SAT is more general than K-SAT, because its solution can be used to answer the question of K-SAT problem, but not vice versa [12] . The parameter controlling the satisfiability of an instance is α=m/n, the ratio of clauses to variables. Extensive empirical and analytical research [9, 10] have shown that for K-SAT (K≥3), the solving-cost of many local search algorithms can be characterized as "easy-hard-easy" phase transition. There exists a similar feature for MAX-K-SAT but with "easy-hard" phase transition [9] .
III. BACKBONE GUIDED EXTREMAL OPTIMIZATION

A. Bose-Einstein Distribution based Initial Configuration
The research work [14] has shown that for the Max-SAT problem, only the Bose-Einstein (BE) distribution [15] , which describes the statistical behavior of bosons (integer spin particles) in quantum physics, can guarantee that an initial assignment set is generated with an arbitrary proportion of 1s and 0s. Therefore, a BE-based assignment [16] will be used as the initial configuration of the proposed framework in this paper. It is constructed by the following procedure called "BE-based Initial Configuration Generator (BEICG)".
B. Definition of Fitness
According to the seminal work [1, 2] , one of the most important issues for designing the EO-based algorithms is the appropriate definition of local and global fitness. For a given configuration S of a weighted MAX-SAT problem, the local fitness λ i of each variable x i is defined as follows:
In other words, the local fitness is defined as the fraction of the sum of weights of unsatisfied clauses in which the variable x i appears by the sum of weights of clauses connected to this variable.
The global fitness C(S) is defined as the sum of the contribution from each variable, i.e.,
where
and is a constant for a given problem. Clearly, the global fitness C(S) is a linear combination of the local fitness λ i .
C. The BGEO Framework
For the MAX-SAT problem, the exact backbone is the set of variables having the same assignments in all the global optimal solutions. Nevertheless, the exact backbone information of a given problem instance are even more difficult to obtain than actual problem solutions [26] . An approximate approach to estimate the backbone information is considering the local minima as "real" optimal ones. The quasi-backbone X B is the set of variables having the same assignments in a set of local optimal solutions S local . Its formal definition is given as follows:
In this paper, we incorporate the quasi-backbone information into the extremal optimization algorithm, and obtain the framework of Backbone Guided Extremal Optimization (BGEO).
The BGEO framework can be viewed as an iterative process, which consists of backbone estimation phase and backbone-guided optimization phase. In the first iteration, i.e., l=1, the BGEO collects R l local optimum solutions starting from pure randomly generated initial solutions without any backbone information. In the following iterations, BGEO explores the complex landscape by utilizing the backbone information obtained in the last iteration. When the evolutionary probability distribution P l (k 1 ) adopted in BGEO algorithm is chosen as power-law , respectively according to our recent research [16] , the corresponding algorithm is called BG-PEO, BG-EEO, and BG-HEO, respectively, so the corresponding parameter p l is τ l , μ l , and h l , respectively.
Obviously, the performance of BGEO depends on these parameters including MI, R l , SS l , MS l and p l . Therefore, how to determine appropriate values of these parameters to make BGEO achieve the best performance is a critical issue. Here, MI and R l are all positive constants. According to the study on BE-EO [17] , the parameters SS l , MS l are as follows:
where C l1 、C l2 are all positive constants and ( ) l NB X is the number of non-backbone variables in the l-th iteration . Now we focus on the adjustable parameter p l for controlling the evolutionary probability distribution of BGEO. Due to the different features of the first and the remaining iterations, p l is given as the following form:
where p c is the initial value of the parameter p l and d is a positive constant.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the BGEO, we choose the hard MAX-SAT problem instances from SATLIB [19] as a testbed. The tested MAX-3-SAT unsatisfiable instances are represented as 'uuf-n:m'here, in which n is the number of the variables and m is the number of the clauses. These instances with α=m/n ranges from 4.260 to 4.360, which are close to the critical threshold of phase transition α c ≈4.267. It should be remarked that the experimental results [10] on random and structured MAXSAT instances have shown that BE-EO can provide better or at least competitive performance than more elaborate stochastic optimization methods, such as SA [20] , GSAT [21] , WALKSAT [18] and Tabu search [22] . Furthermore, the superiority of the BE-EEO and BE-HEO algorithms under EOSAT framework to the BE-EO algorithm is demonstrated by our recent research [23] . This paper concentrates on comparing BG-EEO with BE-EEO [23] by the experiments on the hard MAXSAT instances near the phase transition. The experimental results are shown in Tab. 1. Clearly, BG-EEO outperforms BE-EEO for these hard instances. Especially, the BG-EEO algorithm reaches the optimal solutions for some instances shown as the bold.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel optimization method, backbone guided extremal optimization (BGEO), for hard SAT and MAX-SAT problems.The experimental results on the hard MAX-SAT problem instances have shown that BGEO outperforms the reported BE-EO algorithm. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the main propose of this research is to develop a new optimization method rather than provide the best algorithm for a particular problem. As a consequence, the performance of BGEO is possible to further improve by fine-tuning the control parameters or adapting other backbone-guided search strategies, which is well-studied in our future work.
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